Valuing temporary and chronic health states associated with breast screening.
The aim of this study was to derive quality of life values for the four key breast screening outcomes (true negative, false positive, true positive and false negative), including the quality of life effects of the screening and treatment processes. In doing so, methodological issues in health status measurement were explored, in particular the valuation of temporary health states. The true negative and false positive descriptions were temporary health states, lasting for short term durations (12 months) and the true positive and false negative outcomes were chronic health states lasting for long term durations (rest of life). Descriptions of breast screening outcomes were valued using the time trade-off technique and the visual analogue scale. Paired comparisons between TTO values for states with the same duration found a difference between the true negative and the false positive time trade-off values but no difference for true positive and false negative descriptions. The TTO values for the false positive were low. The study highlights several important methodological issues such as the use of the two stage procedure for valuing temporary health states, the impact of duration on values, the impact of anchor points, and the importance of qualitative analysis of respondents values. Further empirical testing of all these issues is recommended.